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By Katherine Watt

As I wind down my role as page coordinator for the past two years, a few things have struck me as guiding
principles for the difficult times ahead.

One is the comfort in embracing small farms and young farmers who supply regional markets and build soil
fertility as the

soundest possible economic foundation, over and above natural gas, tourism, high-tech and even higher
education. (Brian Snyder and Hannah Smith, August 2011)

Another is “Design for disassembly” — planning new tools, furniture and buildings so they last a long time and
convert easily for different uses. (Ann Echols, January 2011)

A third is architectural reclamation: salvaging wood, stone, concrete, steel, copper, iron and other useful
materials from existing infrastructure that’s too costly for bankrupt governments, businesses and families to
maintain. (Greg Olsen, January 2011)

Underneath all three is one core idea: holding an attitude of stewardship rather than ownership toward most of
our natural and built environment. The collapse of energy supplies, just-in-time supply chains and other features
of modern life confront us with the old truth that “we’re only dancing on this earth for a short while.” So our best
bet is to take care of what we’ve got while we’re here and try to leave things in as good or better condition for
our kids.

Those guiding principles may be especially useful for potential local food venues, whether farmer-owned
markets, community-owned cooperatives, mom-and-pop green grocers or even municipal bond issues to create
publicly owned local food marketplaces.

For example, the Railroad Avenue location explored by Kari Sorensen is great: centrally located, accessible by
truck, car, bike and foot, with underutilized buildings, parking capacity and open space. But with any real estate
prospect, you never know whether the owner wants to lease or sell the space, and whether the organizers —
especially for low-margin businesses — can afford to rent or purchase at market rates.

One way to go along with the uncertainty rather than fight it is to design stores so that their key components can
be easily moved. When vacancy rates are high, landowners might be more open to offering space to community
groups at reduced rates on short-term leases, confident that if a bigger tenant with deeper pockets happens
along, the community- based venture is prepared to move on.

Semi-itinerant grocers with loyal customers may become skilled at moving everything in just a few days.

And if those richer tenants don’t show up, local food properties are being put to good use supplying shoppers
with fresh, healthy, affordable food; supporting local farmers; being maintained by the occupants; and
generating income and community goodwill for the owners.
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Katherine Watt is a State College writer and community organizer. She maintains a blog at springcreekhome
steading.wordpress.com and can be reached at katherine_ watt@hotmail.com.
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